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Quick info
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Description 2019 Keystone RV Montana 3791RD, Keystone Montana fifth wheel 3791RD
highlights: Separate Rear Living Coffee Station Kitchen Island Fireplace
Residential Refrigerator Exterior Storage Tray If you want your own space to cook,
your own space to watch TV, and your own private bedroom, take a look at this
Montana fifth wheel. This layout offers a rear living and entertaining room with
plenty of seating including dual hide-a-bed sofas and theater seats with power
recliners. Imagine everyone gathered around the HDTV and fireplace to talk about
their day, watch a movie, or relax for a while in the warm indoors. The kitchen
offers a separate space to make and eat meals. You will find a center island, an
18 cu. ft. residential refrigerator, a convection microwave, and a pantry, plus
more. There is inside storage throughout for your clothes, camping gear, and
kitchen cookware. And outside there is exterior compartments including a slide
out storage tray. When packing for your next trip in a Keystone Montana luxury
fifth wheel you will appreciate the enormous drop frame pass-through storage
compartment, the MORyde "Step Above" entry steps with strut assist, and the LED
light package including "super-bright" taillights with backup marker and off-door
scare light. The Montana 20th Anniversary Edition adds exclusive features such
as the Key TV satellite prep, LED accent lighting, Tru-fit slide construction, and
Easy Sweep resilient flooring. You will love the in-floor heating ducts, which allow
for more airflow to be distributed evenly for optimal comfort. the LED motion
sensor light in the pass-through compartment and convenience center, plus the
Four Season Living package allowing you to travel whenever you like. It's time to
find the luxury fifth wheel you can enjoy for years to come, choose a Montana by
Keystone today!
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Basic information Year: 2019
Stock Number: 34526
VIN Number: 38298-34526
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 40
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 5

Item address , League City, Texas, United States
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